AgriPure Holdings Public Company Limited

Charter for Internal Audit

Purpose

Internal Audit mission is an independent work to develop and increase company efficiency and effectiveness by the reliable and punctual financial report and comply with company policy, rule, related law which are good factor to influence company management target achievement respectively.

Potency Scope

Internal audit director and auditor have potency as following items

- Unlimited access right through all activities, data, asset, and individual.

- Full right and independently contact and report to Audit Committee.

- Right to allocate resources, frequency defining, subject selection, scope the work, and sourcing for new technology and bring it in use as necessary to ensure the audit target achievement.

- Right to request necessary help from audit firm included service from both internal and external experts.

So that, all level of employees shall be all out cooperated, and present auditor completed information to support the company auditing target.

Roles

Internal auditing roll have been separated independently from all other working rolls in the company and directly report to Audit Committee. Internal audit team roll is one of Audit Committee appliance to keep track the good management and company overall business.
Internal audit included inspection, analysis, sufficiency evaluation, effectiveness of internal system, and quality assessment of assigned task which concluded bellowing list

- Evaluation the effectiveness of assigned task in auditee unit.

- Review whether internal working system comply with company policy, rule, related law to ensure that with its systems, business could be bring to the purpose and align defined policy.

- Review financial report and data reliability.

- Evaluate asset security and maintain system from any lost and corruption.

- Analyze and evaluate the target achievement by appropriated resource management system.

- Report an important matter affect to working procedure, company activity controlling, and suggest recommended procedure which most possibly can develop system.

Responsibility

Internal audit Director and auditor have responsibilities as following items

- Develop annual appropriated and flexible audit plan and present to Audit Committee for review and approval.

- Implement an audit follow approved plan.

- Maintain expert knowledge, skills, and experiences for the audit target achievement.

- Provide consultancy for management to achieve defined purposes.

- Evaluated new designed activity and working procedure as to be the suitable pattern and align with company policy.

- Provide audit report present quarterly audit result to Audit Committee and management team.
Consider the auditor scope of work whether appropriated to company risky, and also evaluated the compliance of auditing with internal evaluation system to avoid the duplication and effectiveness.

This charter have passed the first reviewing and announced its execution and effective date from November 13, 2013 onward.
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